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Records,
 
Please post the e-mail below and the attachment to Docket UE-170002 under the label “Comments, on behalf of Jim Lazar”
 
Thank you,
 
Jason Ball
 

From: Jim Lazar [mailto:jlazar@raponline.org] 
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2018 10:13 PM
To: Ball, Jason (UTC) <jason.ball@utc.wa.gov>
Subject: COS Matrix
 

I've added a "comment" column in your COS matrix, and entered some suggestions.  I hope you find some of the comments
useful. 

At the foundation of these is the notion that "demand/energy" classification is an obsolete concept.  As we gain better load
data, we can assign all costs to the hours for which those costs are incurred. 

This is particular relevant as wind and solar are added, as they bring in "fixed costs" but may provide little or no "firm
capacity."   By assigning plant costs and operating costs to all hours when all units deliver power, and a similar approach for
the distribution backbone and distribution capacity augmentation to meet peak loads, we can equitably allocate all costs to the
hours when resources are providing service. 

This is particularly useful for shared capacity, including generation, transmission, and distribution components that serve
multiple customers.   Each class, and each customer (ultimately) can bear responsibility for all resources needed to provide
service at each hour of the year. 

The graphic below shows this concept. 

 

I've also recommended that study results be consistently presented on a "revenue to revenue requirement" basis, rather than
the "return index" that some utilities have presented in the past.  The reason for this is that it is increasingly recognized that
some elements of rate base (i.e., generation) are riskier than others (i.e., distribution), and should have separate costs of capital
assigned.  Similarly, some classes are riskier than others (mostly due to business cycle issues), and should have separate costs
of capital assigned.  A Revenue:Cost ratio approach presents all of this on a comparable basis to judge whether revenue
allocations should deviate.  In the past, the Commission has ruled that a "range of reasonableness" should be used.  Something
like 90% to 110% Revenue:Cost ratio is "close enough" and no disproportionate revenue allocation should be applied. 

Here's an example of a case (U-84-65) where the Commission considered multiple studies using multiple methods in reaching
a conclusions:
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						Description		Rule/Policy		Why do we need it?		Comment

				Templates		COSS Presentation		Rule (Template on file)		The goal is to make everyone's job easier when reviewing rate cases.  Templates allow historical reference and comparison between positions, cases, and companies.  It is aligned with the spirit of a streamlining process.  		Express results as a ratio of revenue to cost of service.  Take differential rate of return by class into account where appropriate.

						Revenue Requirement/COSS Cross-Check		Rule (Template on file)

						COS Allocations List 		Rule (Template on file)



				Procedures		Load study		Rule		A new load study should be performed every five years.  Load studys should also include information about generation (dispatch vs. load) and the relationship between dispatch and market sales.  		Once interval meters are installed, load studies become irrelevant, as we have actual load data for all classes.

						COSS with minimal confidential		Rule		All PII should be removed before filing a COS study.  As Transactive energy becomes more widely adopted care should be given to balance confidential concerns with public interest		Pursuant to the existing rule, the COSS must be filed with all equations operating.

						Reconciliation of billing determinants and test year unadjusted revenues		Rule		All companies must present this reconciliation as a requisite when filing a general rate case or an expedite rate filing, and use this as a baseline reference to compare with the ROO.

						Special Contract customers must have a marginal cost study 		Rule		A marginal cost study should be included with any new special contract.  The study should be updated when the contract is renewed or at least every 7 years (based on GRC filings).  What defines a Special Contract Customer and a Marginal Cost Study will need to worked on.  		Both short-run marginal cost and TSLRIC should be prepared.  These define the lower and upper allowable boundaries.  



				Policy Statement		Various COS method for Demand/Energy Split		Policy		Policy paper should discuss different methods, their strengths and weaknesses, and identify options.  It should also provide clarity around commonly used terms and how categories are to be used and defined.  

						Defining transmission and distribution for allocation and classification		Policy				Where peakers are built within the service territory, bulk transmission should be classified and allocated exclusively as baseload resource costs are classified and allocated.

						Treatment of Fuel Costs		Policy				Fuel costs should be assigned to the plant in which they are used.  Investment-related, operating, and fuel costs should be allocated to the hours when each plant delivers energy to the system.

						Treatment of Purchased Power Costs		Policy				Purchased power costs should be assigned to the hour in which the associated power is used.

						Common and Joint Costs		Policy				Per Bonbright, these are "strictly unallocable" costs.   

						A&G Costs		Policy				Should be apportioned on a basis that includes fuel and purchased power, as much admin expense is incurred to minimize these costs.  

						Poles, Conductors, and Line Transformers.		Policy				Shared resources should be allocated on an equitable basis, with low load factor customers who can share capacity not charged the same as high load factor customers that pre-empt capacity.

						COS Methods by asset (Hydro vs. Wind vs. Tx)		Policy				Wind and solar defy traditional fixed/variable or demand/energy classification.  Assign all costs to the hours when they deliver energy to the system.

						COS Method for demand allocation (by class)		Policy				Demand/energy is an obsolete approach.  All capacity and energy costs should be assigned to the hours in which they provide service.  Each class should bear costs in those hours in which they use energy.  

						Language used to described COSS		Policy		Terms could include margin, load study, projections, determinates, etc.

						Granularity of Data		Policy		AMI deployement will increase the avaiblility of sub-hourly data.  To what extent should sub-hourly data be employed in COS?  To what degree should seasonal variations be balanced with the need to define a system peak (top 200 hours vs 1 CP)		Even hourly data will be a great leap forward.  Sub-hourly data is of limited value unless rates are set on a sub-hourly basis, which is unlikely to achieve customer acceptance, except for ADR resources.

						Baseline COSS		Policy		An explicitly approved COSS for each Company serves as baseline for future cases.  All proposals in subsequent cases are departures from the approved COSS and do not update baseline unless explicitly ordered.  Subsequent cases require reapproval of changes.  		The Commission has seldom "approved" a COSS methodology.  More often they have used multiple studies, using different methods, to define a range of reasonableness.  







-- 
Jim Lazar  Senior Advisor
Regulatory Assistance Project
1907 Lakehurst Dr. SE
Olympia, WA  98501
360-786-1822
 
Author:  
Electricity Regulation in the US: A Guide   http://www.raponline.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/rap-lazar-
electricity-regulation-US-june-2016.pdf
Teaching the Duck to Fly   http://www.raponline.org/document/download/id/7956
 
 
 
“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.”  Albert Einstein
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